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Abstract

Indonesia has been developing various sectors of its economy, and so it needs a huge amount of capital. Therefore, it has been putting a lot of efforts to develop its capital market. This paper analyzes the impacts of domestic and foreign factors on Indonesia stock price. Some considered domestic factors are interest rates, production index, and foreign exchange rates. Various considered foreign factors are Singapore and US stock prices. The paper uses Vector Error Correction Mechanism model to analyze the data. The estimation results suggest that all variables significantly influence Indonesia stock price, with Singapore stock price as the dominant factors.
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INTRODUCTION

Indonesia is one of the countries which is currently developing various sectors of its economy, especially its agricultural sector. In such an effort, it needs a huge amount of capital to support some short and long term plans to develop these sectors.

Investment growth in a country is influenced by its economic growth. The higher the economic level, the higher the people’s wealth. The wealth is commonly represented by a level of its people’s income. The high income level makes it possible for the people to put aside some of their funds and use them for investment in the capital market.
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Capital markets have been recognized as important sources for investment funding. They have been long recognized that the performance of capital markets becomes one of the indicators of economic performance in a given country. The role is of importance especially for long term investment funds sources. An efficient capital market will act as an efficient intermediator between those who need to invest their money and those who need funds for long term investment.

Indonesian capital market, namely Bursa Efek Indonesia, is influenced both by domestic and international factors. Domestic factors influencing the market are interest rates, production index, and exchange rates in terms of USD/IDR. International factors influencing the markets are activities in global capital markets and the tendency that similar players are actually play an important role in the markets nearby or regional markets.

With regards to this situation, usually big markets will influence, or even dominates, the smaller ones. It is also well recognized that agents in small markets tend to follow those in big markets. This paper investigates dominant factors on Indonesia capital markets. The focus is on finding whether the market is dominated by foreign or domestic factors.

Research questions to be answered are as follows. (1) Do domestic factors influence stock price in Indonesia. (2) Do Singapore and US stock prices influence Indonesia stock price. (3), Is Indonesia stock price influenced more by domestic or foreign factors.

Interest rates can be defined as the price of money for a certain period or the price of the usage of the money in present time which needs to be returned in the future. Domestic interest rates are influenced by international interest rates. This stems from the link between both markets and the policy of exchange rates which are not fully flexible.

High interest rates might bring benefit to investors. Investors also consider risks in his decision of investing the funds. Interest rates changes might influence stock price in three ways. First, the change in interest rates influences overall condition and the profits earned by a company, namely the divided and capital gain. Second, it influences the relationship between return on bonds and dividend from stocks and therefore there exist a relationship between stock and bonds. Third, changes in interest rates might influence the way investors think with regards to their investment on stock markets, which will eventually influence the stock price. It can be inferred that interest rates negatively influence stock price in Indonesia.

Exchange rates are the ratio between two currencies. Depreciation of Rupiah increases the demand of Indonesia stocks by foreign investors, and therefore increases the price of the stocks.

Production index represents all goods and services produced by a given country for a given period as a proxy to Gross National Product (GDP). This paper does not use GDP, which is available in yearly basis only, while what the paper needs is monthly data. Production index provides positive influence on Indonesia stock price.

The economic dependence of a country to other countries is getting bigger, especially for neighboring countries. In such cases, capital market form developed markets dominates the influence across the markets. The strong link across Indonesian capital markets to other markets was begun when the government allowed foreign investors to trade in Indonesia capital markets (Bursa Efek Indonesia).

Foreign investment is hoped to be one of the stimulus for domestic investors to enhance investment in the country. The fact is that domestic players treat foreign players as their benchmarks, which leads the stronger domination of foreign markets to the domestic one. In such situation, the
variation in stock prices in foreign markets is expected to influence the counterparts in Indonesia.

Stock price or stock return is also influenced by other stock price, bond, and other factors. The relationship across stock markets has been investigated by Brooks and Henry (2002), Baele (2005), and Barari et al. (2008). The relationship between foreign exchange rates has been investigated by Assoe (2001), benson and Waft (2003), Bekiros and Georgoutsos (2007). The relationship between stock and bond markets has been investigated by Brennan and Xia (2000), D’Addona and Kind (2005), Baur and Lucey (2006). Most researches find that the relationship exists.

The following papers specifically investigate the case of Indonesia. Mansur (2004) investigates the impact of global index market on Indonesia Composite Price Index. Using a path analysis he finds that global price index simultaneously influence Indonesia Composite price index. The influence is dominated by the stock markets of South Korea, Tokyo, Taiwan, and Australia.

Marita (2007) analyzes the behavior of Indonesian Composite Price Index in Bursa Efek Jakarta from April 2002 to June 2006. She estimates a multiple regression model and finds that foreign exchange, stock trade volume, and money supply positively influence the index. She also finds that time interest rates negatively influence the index.

Hasibuan (2009) investigates the influence of foreign exchange and global stock price index, namely (Nasdaq, Taiex, Nikkei and KospI, on Indonesian Composite Stock Price Index using multiple linear regression. He finds that foreign exchange and the global indices simultaneously influence the domestic index. He also finds that foreign exchange and the global index partially influence the domestic index, except for the Taieks.

Fuadi (2009) analyzes the impact of interest rates, trade volume and exchange rates on return on stock in property sector listed in Bursa Efek Indonesia, 2003-2007. Estimating a multiple regression on the data he finds that interest rates and foreign exchange positively influence return on stock in property sector. He also finds that trade volume insignificantly influence the return on stock in property sector.

Johan (2007) analyzes the impact of international capital markets on Bursa Efek Jakarta. Using simple linear regression he suggests three findings. First, stock price indices in Nikkei (Japan), Dow Jones, FTSE of the United Kingdom, ASX of Australia, KLSE Composite of Malaysia, WG Taipei, KOSPI of South Korea, Strait Times from Singapore, and Hang Seng of Hong Kong do not directly influence composite Stock Price of Indonesia. Second, the index of stock price is not influenced only by non economic factors but also influenced by non economic conditions, such as safety, politics, and celebrations of holy days. Index of stock price in Manila and SET of Thailand are directly influenced by composite index of stock from Indonesia.

Mansur (2004) investigates the influence of global market index on Indonesian Composite Price Index from 2000 to 2002. He examines, both simultaneously and partially, the development of Indonesian composite price index in Bursa Efek Jakarta. Using a path analysis method, he finds some outcomes. First, global price index simultaneously and significantly influence the domestic index. The individual test on seven indices in the global markets reveals that Hong Kong, New York and London indices do not significantly influence composite index. Those of significance in influencing the domestic index are indices from Korea, Tokyo, Taiwan, and Australia. Second, he also finds that the dominance market is KOSPI which is from Korea, followed by Nikkei from Japan, Taiex and ASX from Australia.

Frensidy (2009) examines the influence of buy and selling activities by for-
eigner, exchange rates, and Hang Seng Index on domestic index in Jakarta using GARCH model. He finds the positive relationship between domestic index and the flow of funds from other countries. He also finds that net flow of Funds from other countries influence positively domestic price. He notes that the relationship between exchange rates and domestic price is negative.

Fuadi (2009) investigates the influence of interest rates and foreign exchange rates on stock return in property sector. Estimating multiplier regression model, he finds that both independent variables negatively and significantly influence return of stock in property sector.

Wikanti (2009) studies the contagion effect of US financial crisis on financial sector in Indonesia. She focuses on using foreign exchange and stock index prices. Using Vector Autoregression (VAR), she finds the evidence of contagion from Dow Jones index on domestic index. She also finds that the domestic index significantly influence foreign exchange as a result of the contagion effect from the USA.

METHODS

This paper uses monthly data from January 1996 to June 2010, taken from the International Monetary Fund. The paper estimates Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) to analyze the data in answering research questions mentioned earlier. Before estimating the data using the model, the first thing that should be done is testing the stationarity of the data, to avoid the possible spurious regression.

If the result from data analysis is not stationary and VAR is estimated in level without considering cointegration restriction, parameter estimated in VAR is consistent but not efficient, stems from neglecting of long term relationship. It can be solved using VECM. The model considers cointegration among variables which reflects long term relationships among them.

One of the important requirements in applying time series model is obeying the assumption of stationary variables in the regression. To incorporate such assumption, the papers use a cointegration technique. It starts by testing the stationarity by unit root tests, followed by cointegration tests, estimating the VECM.

In general, the paper estimates various VAR model with five variables as follows. First, it estimates a regression model using three domestic variables, namely interest rates, IDR/USD, and production index, with Indonesia stock price index as the dependent variable.

\[ DLINA_{it} = \beta_{0i} + DEP_{i-1} \sum_{j=1}^{P} \alpha_{ji} DLIP_{i-1} \]
\[ + \sum_{j=1}^{P} \gamma_{ji} DLKURS_{i-1} + e_{ij} \]

Second, it estimates a regression model using three domestic variables, namely interest rates, IDR/USD, and production index, along with Singapore stock price index, with Indonesia stock price index as the dependent variable.

\[ DLINA_{it} = \beta_{0i} + DEP_{i-1} \sum_{j=1}^{P} \alpha_{ji} DLIP_{i-1} \]
\[ + \sum_{j=1}^{P} \gamma_{ji} DLKURS_{i-1} \]
\[ + \sum_{j=1}^{P} \lambda_{ji} DLSING_{i-1} + e_{ij} \]

Third, it estimates a regression model using three domestic variables, namely interest rates, IDR/USD, and production index, along with American stock price index, with Indonesia stock price index as the dependent variable.

\[ DLINA_{it} = \beta_{0i} + DEP_{i-1} \sum_{j=1}^{P} \alpha_{ji} DLIP_{i-1} \]
\[ + \sum_{j=1}^{P} \gamma_{ji} DLKURS_{i-1} \]
\[ + \sum_{j=1}^{P} \mu_{ji} DLUSA_{i-1} + e_{ij} \]
Fourth, it estimates a regression model using all variables, namely interest rates, IDR/USD, and production index, along with Singapore stock index and American stock index, with Indonesia stock price index as the dependent variable.

\[
DLINA_t = \beta_{01} + DEP_{t-1} \sum_{i=1}^{p} \alpha_i DLIP_{t-1} + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \gamma_i DLKURS_{t-1} + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \lambda_i DLSING_{t-1} + \mu_i DLUSA_{t-1} + e_i \tag{4}
\]

where

- \( DLINA \) is Indonesian Composite Stock Price Index
- \( DDEP \) is Interest rates
- \( DLKURS \) is USD/IDR
- \( DLLIP \) is production index
- \( DLSING \) is Singapore stock price index
- \( DLUSA \) is American stock price index, namely the Dow Jones

\( \beta, \alpha, \gamma, \lambda, \mu \) are constants

\( e_i \) is standard error.

A VAR model can be used to analyze time series data which includes two steps, namely impulse response and variance decomposition. Impulse Response is a tool of analysis to examine the impact of a shock on standard deviation from an innovation variable which contains current value and future value in the endogenous variables under investigation. It also can track the shock for some following periods.

Variance decomposition is a type of analysis which provides information on innovation variable which are relatively more dynamic in VAR compared to the previous impulse response. The test is useful in assessing the occurrence of variance error in a variable, namely how big is the difference between the variances before and after the shock, both comes from the internal and external sources. Variance decomposition is useful in decomposing variation in prediction error or assessing the proportion of a serial of changes resulted from a certain shock.

To find out the significant influence of each independent variable on the dependent variable, the paper uses \( t \) test. To find out the significant influence of overall independent variables on the dependent variable, the paper uses \( F \) test.

There are various types of VAR models. To choose the appropriate ones, the paper evaluates types of data available. It finds that the data which are not stationarity in order 0 (in level) will be stationarity in degree 1. Further analysis on the data reveals that they are cointegrated at 5%. This means that the appropriate model is Vector Error Autoregression (VECM), as follows:

\[
DLINA_t = \beta_{01} + \alphaECT + DLINA_{t-1} \sum_{i=1}^{p} \alpha_i DLIP_{t-1} + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \gamma_i DLKURS_{t-1} + e_{it} \tag{5}
\]

\[
DLINA_t = \beta_{01} + DDEP + DLINA_{t-1} + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \alpha_i DLIP_{t-1} + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \gamma_i DLKURS_{t-1} + e_{it} \tag{6}
\]

\[
DLIP_t = \beta_{01} + DLIP + LINA_{t-1} + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \alpha_i DDEP_{t-1} + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \gamma_i DLKURS_{t-1} + e_{it} \tag{7}
\]

\[
DLKURS_t = \beta_{01} + DLKURS + LINA_{t-1} + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \alpha_i DDEP_{t-1} + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \gamma_i DLIP_{t-1} + e_{it} \tag{8}
\]
\[ DLSING_t = \beta_0 + DLSING + LINA_{t-1} \]
\[ + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \alpha_i DDEP_{t-i} + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \gamma_i DLIP_{t-i} \]
\[ + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \lambda_i DLKURS_{t-i} \]
\[ + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \pi_i DLUSA_{t-i} + \epsilon_t \] (9)

\[ DLUSA_t = \beta_{01} + DLUSA + LINA_{t-1} \]
\[ + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \alpha_i DDEP_{t-i} + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \gamma_i DLIP_{t-i} \]
\[ + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \lambda_i DLKURS_{t-i} \]
\[ + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \theta_i DLSING_{t-i} + \epsilon_t \] (10)

**RESULTS DISCUSSION**

The paper conducts four analysis, using EViews software package. The four analys- es are explained as follows.

**Analysis on Indonesian Stock Market and Domestic Economic Factors**

The graph 1 shows a negative relationship between Indonesia stock price and interest rates. The graph also shows positive relationship between Indonesia stock price and production index. In addition, it also shows a negative relationship between Indonesia stock price and IDR/USD. The analysis results on the data using VECM on the cointegration equation is as follows.

\[ LINA = -38.998 + 0.0378 \times DEP \]
\[ +7.5974 \times LIP + 0.7741 \times LKURS \] (11)

We can see that all variables positively and significantly influence \( LINA \). The signs of the coefficients are as expected, except for \( DEP \). the results on the evaluation using impulse response and variance decomposition are as follows. The graph of impulse response can be seen in graph 2.

**Graph 1**: Indonesia Stock, Interest rates, Production Index, and IDR/USD

Source: Data calculation.
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Graph 2: Impulse Response

Table 1: Variance Decomposition Analysis $DLINA$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>$DLINA$</th>
<th>$DEP$</th>
<th>$LIP$</th>
<th>$LKURS$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.081748</td>
<td>100.0000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.345525</td>
<td>71.60667</td>
<td>2.880839</td>
<td>24.86144</td>
<td>0.651047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.485112</td>
<td>64.84112</td>
<td>1.515610</td>
<td>33.01400</td>
<td>0.629269</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data estimation.

Graphic 2 shows the response of Indonesia stock price on the shock resulted from the changes in other variables. The influences are not instance, but a continuous process during a certain period. The first graph shows a negative influence from $DDEP$ on $DLINA$.

The second graph shows the positive influence of $DLIP$ on $DLINA$. The third graph shows the negative influence from $DLKURS$ on $DLINA$. This can be seen from the analysis of the impulse responses. In the second and fifth periods, there are evidences of volatility which lead to the fluctuation between both variables. The results of variance decomposition can be seen in the table 1.

That table shows variances, in percentage, of $DEP$, $LIP$ and $LKURS$ and the correspond changes in $LINA$. In the first period, the variance of $LINA$ is explained by itself (100%). In the 12th period, only $71.60667\%$ of the variance is explained by itself, and the rest is explained by $DEP$ of $2.880839\%$, $LIP$ of $24.86144\%$ and $LKURS$ of $0.651047\%$.

From the overall test on the data, it can be seen that Indonesia stock price is significantly influenced by domestic factors. As different from the hypothesis, the relationship between Indonesia stock price and interest rates is positive. This might be explained by the focus of investors on capital gain. Production index shows positive and significant relationship with Indonesian stock market. IDR/USD shows positive and significant relationship as well, as has been expected.
Analysis on Indonesia Stock Price, Domestic Economic Factors and Singapore Stock

Graph 3 shows a positive relationship between Singapore Stock price and Indonesia stock price. Analysis on the data using VECM is as follows.

\[
LINA = -29.5717 + 0.0300 \times DEP + 5.1439 \times LIP + 0.5522 \times LKURS + 0.9520 \times LSING 
\]

The first graph shows a negative influence from \( DDEP \) on \( DLINA \). We can see that there is a shock in the fourth period, before it eventually becomes relatively stable. The second graph shows a positive impact from \( DLIP \) on \( DLINA \). The graph shows fluctuation on the third and fifth periods, before it eventually becomes stable. The third graph shows fluctuation on the third and fourth periods on the relationship between \( DLKURS \) and \( DLINA \). It should be noted as well that \( DLKURS \) has a negative influence on \( DLINA \). In the last graph, the impact of \( DLSING \) on \( DLINA \) is positive. This means that when \( DLSING \) increases, \( DLINA \) increase as well. Even though there were a certain degree of decreases, but it becomes more stable in the medium period.

Results of variance decomposition analysis can be seen in the Table 2. It shows the prediction on the percentage of variance from variables \( DEP \), \( LIP \), \( LKURS \) and \( LSING \) on \( LINA \). In the first period, \( LINA \) is influenced only by itself (100%). In the 12th period there are evidence of variance from other variables. About 61.62932% of \( LINA \) is still influenced by itself, and the rest is influenced by \( DEP \) of 1.664243%, \( LIP \) of 13.34958%, \( LKURS \) of 3.411844% and \( LSING \) of 19.94502%. This means that compared to the other variables, Singapore Stock price dominates the variation in Indonesia stock price. From the whole hypothesis testing above, it can be concluded that Singapore Stock price index provides positively and significantly effects on Indonesia stock price. This shows that Singapore Stock price index and Indonesia stock price are complementary. This might happen since Indonesia and Singapore are of the same area.
Analysis on Indonesia Stock Using Domestic Economic Factors and American Stock Markets

The graph depicts the positive relationship between Indonesia stock price and Singapore Stock price. The data are analyzed using VECM which are applied on the cointegration model. The results are as follows.

\[
LINA = -37.0867 + 0.0422 \times DEP \\
+ 7.4302 \times LIP \times 0.6932 \times LKURS \\
+ 0.1015 \times LUSA \\
(3.5043) \\
(8.1848) \\
(-0.1614)
\]

(13)

From the equation, it can be seen that all variables positively and significantly influence \( LINA \) except \( LUSA \). These results have been predicted, except for the relationship between \( DEP \) and \( LINA \). The relationship can also be examined from the analysis of impulse response and variance decomposition.
Graph 6 shows results which, in general, similar to the previous analysis. DDEP still has a negative influence on DLINA and shows volatility in the beginning of the period. DLIP also shows positive relationship, while DLKURS shows negative relationship with DLINA. The graph also shows the positive relationship between DLUSA and DLINA. The relationship is stable, with only a little volatility. The variance decomposition results can be seen in Table 3.

The table shows the prediction of variance in percentage of DEP, LIP, LKURS and LUSA on LINA. In the first period, LINA is only influenced by itself (100%). In the second period, it shows the variance even though the influence is still minor compared to that of itself. The other influences are 1.967991% from DEP, 1.011754% from LIP 1.811438% from LKURS and 0.060851% from LUSA. The analysis shows difference variance in the next periods.

From the overall tests, it can be concluded that American stock price does not significantly influence Indonesia stock price. This can be seen from the test result after including LUSA into the model, domestic economic factors does not change significantly. For the following step, we need to see whether the result change when LUSA is included in the model, along with LSING.
Analysys on Indonesia Stock Market Using Domestic Economic Factors and Stock from Other Countries

Estimation on the VECM model is as follows.

\[ LINA = 22.926 + 0.030DEP + 3.627LIP \]
\[ (0.0089) (8.5196) \]
\[ 0.8513LKURS + 1.9258LSING \]
\[ (5.8593) (7.8664) \]
\[ -1.4398LUSA \]
\[ (14) (-3.9390) \]

From the above estimation we can see that only American stock price which shows negative relationship with Indonesia stock price. After including Singapore Stock price in the model, all variables are significant except the variable of interest rates, which are different from the expectation. The impulse response graph can be depicted as graphic 7.

Source: Data calculation.

**Graph 7:** Impulse Response
The graph shows similar results with the previous ones. **DDEP** still shows a negative influence on **DLINA** even though it eventually tends to positively influence the dependent variable, and also shows some volatility at the beginning of the period. **DLIP** still shows positive relationship. **DLKURS** also shows negative relationship on **DLINA** at the beginning of the period before it eventually shows positive relationship.

**DLSING** shows negative relationship during the whole period. **DLUSA** shows positive relationship with **DLINA**. The relationship seems relatively stable during the period, with only minor volatility. The results of variance decomposition can be seen in table 4.

From all the tests conducted previously, Indonesia stock price is influenced more by Singapore Stock market than the domestic factors. When American stock market included in the model along with Singapore Stock price, the results change, and showing significant effects. This suggests that American stock price influences Indonesia stock price through Singapore stock market. As an example, when American stock price increases, it does not directly influence Indonesia stock market, but it first influence Singapore Stock market, before it eventually influences Indonesia stock market.

**CONCLUSION**

From the analysis on Indonesian stocks with internal factors, it can be inferred that all variables simultaneously significantly positively influenced the Indonesian stocks. From the second analysis, namely the analysis of Indonesian stocks using internal factors and Singapore Stock price, the paper suggests that Singapore Stock price dominated the influences on Indonesia stock prices. From the third analysis on Indonesia stock price using internal factors and US stock price, it finds that US stock prices did not significantly influence Indonesia stock price. From the fourth analysis on Indonesia stock using domestic factors and Singapore Stock price it can be concluded that US stock prices were significant, but the sign was negative after considering the impact of Singapore Stock price. This means that US stock price influenced Indonesia stock price through Singapore Stock market.

From the analysis of the whole variables, it can be concluded that the most influential factors on Indonesian stock market are Singaporean and US stock prices. However, the biggest influence was from Singapore stock price. This might be caused by the fact that Singapore and Indonesia were of the same regions.
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